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Sample Chapter from Book 1 – Begin 
 

Lesson #1 - Life is not a marathon, life is training for a marathon. 
 
At 35 years old, I found myself in a demanding job, working 50-60 hours a week sitting 
in a cubicle with little to no activity during my day. I would get home at 6:30-7pm, 
where dinner would be waiting plated on the counter under Reynolds wrap. I would then 
eat quickly and attempt to stay awake while my kids demanded books to be read, baths 
to be had, and games to be played.  
 
At that time, we had three kids under the age of 5 (two of which were twins), life was 
full, and I was the unhealthiest I’ve ever been. Browsing through pictures one day on on 
my phone I saw a picture of myself playing with my kids. I looked tired, haggard, and 
out-of-breath.  
 
It was time for a change. 
 
I had always been told, “life was a marathon.” With the assumption you had to keep 
grinding away at the miles, until you finished the race (which presumably meant death... 
because if you’ve been around running, some of those who finish marathons look and 
sound like they are near death). Knowing I was unhealthy and needed a change, I called 
a good friend of mine, who years earlier had made a drastic lifestyle change of his own 
and was now coaching people to do the same. Over coffee, he began asking me about 
my goals and I answered the question with my normal candor...  
 
“Well, I’m 40 pounds overweight, I have high blood pressure, and I can’t play with my 
kids in the backyard without fear of an aneurism. So, I guess my goal is to get healthy.” 
 
He didn’t necessarily like that answer, and being a coach told me point blank. “Well, 
that may all be well and true, but it isn’t a goal.” 
 
“Ok, then I want to run a marathon.” 
 
Again, he answered patiently and with wisdom, “Well, let’s first just get you moving. 
Let’s meet again in a couple months after you can run 3 miles without stopping.” 
 
After three long months, I called him back.  
 
“Ok, I’ve been running 2-3 times a week and can run 3 miles... but my times are ugly 
slow.” 
 
“Great,” He answered, “Let’s grab coffee and I’ll show you what we do at Courage 
Running.” 
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While sipping on coffee, he walked me through a common misconception about training 
for a marathon — that it’s all about the miles. In his training program he focuses on 
getting the love of running back into your soul (and soles) with a flexible and variable 
training program helping your body remember how to run. We set a goal, not to run a 
marathon, but to run a sub-2-hour half-marathon, which looking at my current mile 
splits, seems near impossible. Our goal directed everything about the training plan, 
including splits, progress milestones, and recovery days. 
 
This specific, measurable, and ambitious yet attainable goal drove every decision from 
that point forward.  
 
Over the next four months, I followed the training as close as possible, there were 
moments of adulation and of utter defeat. We tweaked the training, changed the mile 
splits, moved the recovery days — all based on my capacity and performance in 
previous weeks.  
 
I certainly made some strategic decisions and put perimeters and processes in my daily 
routine to ensure success. My wake up moved up an hour-and-a-half to 5:30am and my 
clothing of choice for morning runs moved from baggy gym shorts and a cotton shirt to 
spandex shorts and layered sweat wicking shirts. I didn’t plan my meals for the next 
four months but did periodically look at my eating habits to recognize what prepared me 
to crush a long run (banana and peanut butter sandwich) and what would be my 
kryptonite (Curry and Fried Rice). I didn’t just run to log miles, I sometimes had sprint 
workouts around a track, progressive tempo runs or pyramids, in which I ran my slowest 
mile first and my fastest mile last and long slow runs to increase my endurance and 
stamina. There was ebb and flow, conversation and compromise.  
 
Training was difficult and yet fun, it was never monotonous, but always challenging. 
 
Race time - Memorial Marathon, OKC 
After four months of dedicated training, it was time to run my first half-marathon with a 
goal of breaking the 2-hour mark. The start was incredible, first off it starts at the OKC 
Memorial, which is a sacred place to begin with, and second I didn’t anticipate the mass 
of people and energy. Running west into downtown is downhill, so as you begin there is 
a stream of runners in front of you with thousands behind you. I was already 
emotionally thin with the memory of the Bombing and this image just put me over the 
top. I cried all the way down Harvey Avenue. It was just beautiful to see so many 
people exerting effort, putting themselves through the pain and dedication of training to 
come to this place, in this moment, just to run. It was awesome. 
 
Once I settled into the race, I manically focused on my pace and splits, knowing that in 
order to hit my goal time, I’d have to run around 9:00 a mile for over 13.1 miles. This 
focus was warranted if I was to run under 2 hours. I had no down time, no miles to slack 
off, no water breaks to linger, no stretches to sprint, and no time for innovation. The 
race was about execution of the strategy with a huge reliance on the training.  
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It struck me shortly after I crossed the line in 1:58:18, that life is nothing like a 
marathon, but it sure is a lot like training for a marathon.  
 

 
 
And to move the analogy closer to the point of this book — Building a product is not 
very much like a marathon, but it sure does feel like training for one.  
 
Let’s take some time to dig into that last statement a bit, because I want to be sure you 
take this piece from your mind, to your heart, to your hands — race day comes 
periodically and you must be prepared because it will pull everything out of you, but 
everyday isn’t a race day. Insert “launch day” for “race day” and you’ll begin to see the 
comparison. To be successful on launch/race day you need the foundational rhythm of 
varied experiences—not monotonous, groundhog days of the same. Days, weeks, and 
months of flexibility, compromise, tweaks, pivots, sprints, stalls, long hours and rest all 
meant to make you and your team are ready for launch. Said succinctly:  
 
Training is the work. Race day is the performance.  
Building is the work. Launch day is the performance. 
 
 
Agile vs Waterfall — a technical rabbit trail of sorts.  
 
Let’s look at two different styles of planning to see if we can’t connect the dots a bit. I 
want to make sure we all make the jump from analogy to tactical application.  
 
In times past, or maybe in your current work... months are spent on researching a 
solution, writing requirements, finding funding, drafting an RFP, selecting a vendor, 
creating 6-month to year-long plans, solidifying funding and organizing teams around 
said plans.  
 
You do all this pre-work so you can then spend the next three years building the product 
whose requirements were written two years ago. I say three years, because the amount 
of change orders, false starts, re-starts, and scope creep have moved a year-long project 
into three, with the end not yet in sight.  
 
Here is the deal, if you were building a house, bridge, or rocket ship to Mars, these types 
of delays may be ok, maybe even expected, but in the digital space technology evolves 
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too quickly for this type of waterfall process. Your competition is not the large 
behemoth ship to your right and left, with limited turning radius making it difficult to 
pivot. The competition you should be aware of are versatile like jet ski’s – pivoting, 
testing, launching, disrupting, and innovating their way into your market share. Too 
many false starts or failed launches and you’ll caught by a fresh start twenty-something 
with a Tesla and bag full of venture capital cash.  
 
Building digital projects in a waterfall process is like this — if upon realizing I needed 
to get healthy, spent one-month researching best ways to lose weight, one-month writing 
requirements for my plan to lose weight, another month to research, interview, and 
employ a coach, and then next twelve months working through the plan to lose weight. I 
would be at least two months behind, and more likely 3-4 months behind.  
 
I should just have gotten off the damn couch and started running. 
 
Because it is in the early stages of running — you find the nutrition, the right coach, the 
right plan, and begin the true work of losing pounds and gaining health. It’s not in the 
planning it’s in the running.  
 
It’s called analysis paralysis — people spend so much time trying to create plans and 
new processes for the work, they delay beginning the work. Then by the time they start 
the work, what they were planning to build is not what will solve the new problem at the 
door. Some diagrams and explanations will help solidify the point. 
 
Waterfall process: 
 
 

 
Above is a rather straightforward diagram introducing a waterfall method of 
development, as the sketch shows, there is a major focus on research, which may 
include: 
 

- Requirements gathering by a Business Analyst 
- Stakeholder interviews by a Business Analyst 
- Competitive Review by Product team 
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- User research by Product team and Customer Insights team 
- Project funding estimation by Program Management 
- Project Brief by Product and Project Managers 
- Project funding approvals by Executive Sponsor 
- Project Kickoff!!  

 
Once the research is done the project gets a Project Code and people can start billing 
time to the project... which means it’s officially begun. At many of these kickoff 
meetings (which can last multiple days), design, operations, training, architecture and 
development teams are expected to digest all of the requirements and produce a timeline 
with user stories to meet the deadline set by the executive sponsor. Waterfall is the 
worst. So, many things out-of-order, with deadlines plucked out of thin air to meet some 
arbitrary media deadline or earnings call. There is a better way.  
 
 
Agile Process: 
 
 

 
Agile is a framework, started as a manifesto calling teams to work together with a 
collaborative approach and delivery as the goal. The original framework cited below: 
 

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
- Working software over comprehensive documentation 
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
- Responding to change over following a plan 
- That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the 

left more.1 

 
In agile projects is where I’ve found the most joy in production. Where progress is more 
important than process — again, not to discount process, but to put it in its prioritized 
place, a framework where the team building the solution is involved in understanding 
the solution. This is also a place where lean teams are found, efficiency is rewarded, and 
delivery is celebrated.  
 

- Program managers build out budgets and chart team velocity. 
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- Product managers sell in the what and the why and carry the vision. 
- Designers test prototypes and conduct research with actual customers.  
- Developers build solutions on how to make experience work. 
- Architects build continuous integration, delivery, and data models.  
- Security consults on best practices and physically tests written code.  
- QA engineers find their place alongside the developers, working hand-in-hand 

editing after the first draft of code has been written.  
 
All of the team members intimately involved in building, testing, and launching their 
work into the hands of customers! This is where we find engaged teams, passionate 
individuals, and pleased executives. It is where we find the balance of progress over 
process.  

 
As we dig into the next few lessons in BEGIN the work, it is important that we start 
with the right foundation. It is the same in running a marathon — to be ready on race 
day you have to have the miles under your legs. But as I brought up earlier, it’s more 
about the flexible training plan than the actual miles run.  
 
Much the same in launching a digital product -- to launch any digital product well, 
which is not to say perfect, you must solidify the what and the why, and have flexibility 
in achieving the how. Too much reliance on a concrete plan, and you’ll deliver what you 
wanted, but maybe not what the customer needs.  
 
Much of this is a mindset switch for many organizations and especially leaders who 
have an expectation that it must be near perfect to be in users’ hands.  
 
That mindset is certainly important for chicken sandwiches and buildings, but not so 
much for digital. Success in digital innovation starts with ensuring everyone is logging 
the miles together, that no one is in their own silo hoarding knowledge unaware of the 
cross functional work to be done. To begin, is to educate everyone involved in a project, 
you must bring them along, and they must get their hands dirty with the building — 
with the doing2. 
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__________________________________ 
1. More at https://agilemanifesto.org 
2. Todd Smith in BEGIN the podcast, Episode 2 talks about the need to break down the barriers between departments, and to 

ensure that the middle managers and executives don’t get out of touch with the doing. Listen here — 
http://beginthework.com/podcast/todd-smith/ 
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